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Abstract

New experimental and numerical results of a laminar ethylene-air co-flow non-premixed

flame are compared, in terms of soot volume fraction and temperature, and of polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) distributions. Measurements involved UV-excited laser

induced incandescence (properly calibrated), planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF),

and deconvoluted two-color pyrometry. In order to evidence soot and PAH, the compari-

son of prompt and delayed detection is carried out at four spectral detection wavelengths

(340, 400, 450 and 550 nm). Numerical results are obtained using a detailed gas-phase

chemical kinetics mechanism considering 94 species and 719 reactions, and a sectional

soot model, together with a statistical narrow band correlated K (SNBCK) wide band

model to account for radiation. Computed PAH, grouped by their number of rings, is

found to exhibit a good correlation with experimental PLIF results at different spec-

tral detection wavelengths. In particular, it is shown that 340 and 400 nm fluorescence

signals indicate the presence of one up to four-ringed computed PAH, whereas the in-

terpretation of measurements at larger wavelengths is found to be elusive, due to soot

signal overlap. Furthermore, an interplay between temperature decrease, soot volume

fraction increase and radiative heat transfer distribution with increasing fuel flow rate is

also demonstrated.

Keywords: Laminar flame, PAH, Laser Induced Fluorescence, Laser Induced

Incandescence, Soot pyrometry
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1. Introduction

Combustion generated soot particles are known to have a detrimental effect on the

environment [1]. Furthermore, recent studies have determined that cardiovascular mor-

tality rates increase significantly upon augmented exposure to combustion-derived fine

particulates [2]. The ultra-fine nature of soot particles makes them capable of penetrating5

deeply into human organs and hence a serious health concern. The risks of arteriosclero-

sis, myocardial infarction, stroke and acute heart failure also increase upon exposure to

air pollution and traffic. These consequences have been related both to the small particle

size and to the aromatic nature of soot particles, becoming one of the most important

problems to be solved nowadays. Soot particles are generated as a by-product of incom-10

plete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. Soot mainly consists of carbon and appears in the

form of fractal aggregates formed by nearly spherical particles in the size range about

10 to 40 nm. Soot is thus highly absorbing/emitting, making it an important global

warming contributor, as well as an important heat transfer enhancer through thermal

radiation, particularly in combustion industrial applications. Understanding and con-15

trolling soot particles formation is thus paramount to the design of novel engineering

systems that are less harmful to the living organisms and might mitigate air pollution

problems that mainly result from the use of fossil fuels.

This paper presents the results of a combined experimental and numerical study

of a laminar ethylene-air co-flow non-premixed flame. The goal is advance the basic20

understanding of the interplay between soot formation and polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons (PAH). This is effected by comparing UV-excited laser induced incandescence

(LII) and planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) measurements with computational

results obtained using a detailed gas-phase chemical kinetics mechanism and a sectional

soot model. Indeed, both LII and PLIF techniques are spatially located in order to char-25

acterize soot and PAH [3, 4], respectively. In ethylene-air non-premixed co-flow flames,

PAH are found to occur in an inner region, near the burner exit, and are surrounded

by the soot region [5, 6, 7]. The PAH distribution along flames has been studied using

different spectral detection bands [8]. Based on the fluorescence signal, its peaks shift
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to the infrared (IR) range as the PAH size increases [9]. The PAH fluorescence signal30

lifetime, of the order of tenths of nanoseconds, is smaller than that of soot incandescence,

of the order of hundreds of nanoseconds. As consequence, a variable gate camera de-

tection (prompt-delay) approach allows to discriminate PAH and soot by using a single

UV-Visible laser excitation [8, 10]. In such an approach the PAH fluorescence distribu-

tion is found to be the result of prompt (LIF+LII) signal subtracted by the delayed (LII)35

signal [11, 12, 13]. However, since the different PAH fluorescence spectra overlap, the

direct correspondence between such measured signals and a given PAH seems impossible

without resorting to detailed flame modeling. The specific goal of the present study is

thus to demonstrate which PLIF-PAH wavelength detection bands may correspond to a

given PAH range. This aim, which is achieved by comparing original experimental and40

modeling results, could open the door to apply such a correspondence to more complex

turbulent flames [14, 15, 16].

In fact, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the majority of laminar non-premixed

sooting flames studies involve the comparison of experimental data (soot volume frac-

tion, mean soot particle diameter) and models results with different level of sophistica-45

tion. More extensive comparisons are also found that involve temperature, C2H2 and

OH measurements with the corresponding simulated results [17, 18]. The experimen-

tal/numerical results comparison of several non aromatic soot precursor species (CH4,

C2H6, C3H6, C2H2) distribution within non premixed flames has also been effected [19].

However, the detailed PAH model and measurement data comparison is seldom to be50

found, even if pure numerical predictions comparisons of different PAH sizes are often

developed. For instance, the overall PAH trend with mixture composition has been

used either as a baseline for qualitatively comparing with benzene (A1) computations in

C2H4/DME mixtures [20] or to develop quantitative analysis [21].

Also, the computed PAH distribution of benzene or toluene doped flames have been55

analyzed in groups consisting of different ring numbers [22]. These latter predictions ex-

hibited significant differences with respect to large spectral band PLIF-PAH experimental

data. Discrepancies have also been observed in more extensive numerical/experimental

comparisons that involve several aromatic species (A3, A4, BGHIF) [23]. Therefore, the

prediction of aromatic species in laminar sooting flames seems to be an open problem.60
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This paper proceeds by presenting the experimental and numerical methodologies,

as well as the technique used to compare the corresponding results. Then, comparisons

between the computed soot volume fraction, temperature and PAH distributions are

developed with respect to LII and PLIF-PAH data obtained at different detection wave-

lengths. The computed results uncertainty with respect to the gas-phase chemical model65

are discussed by comparing the outcome of different kinetic mechanisms. Finally, the

main conclusions and suggestions for future investigations are given.

2. Experimental and Modeling Methodologies

2.1. Experimental Methodology

The experiments are performed using a Gülder burner [24], which is commonly used70

to study soot formation in laminar and axisymmetrical non-premixed flames [25, 26, 27].

This burner is composed of a 11 mm internal diameter stainless steel fuel injection tube,

and of a coannular 100 mm internal diameter air flow duct. Two mass flow meters are

used, Alicat Scientific MC-500SCCM-D/5M and MCH-100SLPM-D/5M, for ethylene and

air flows, respectively, with a 1.8% maximum reading uncertainty for the fuel and 1.2%75

for the oxidizer flow (normal air). Different cases are studied in this work, in which the

fuel flow rate injected is varied from 0.08 slpm to 0.194 slpm. An air flow rate of 60 slpm

is kept constant for all experiments carried out. The simultaneous excitation of PLIF

and LII is achieved with the 4th harmonic (266 nm) of a Brilliant b (Quantel) Nd:YAG

laser [28, 5, 8, 6], operated at 10 Hz with 80 mJ nominal energy. A dichroic mirror filters80

the second harmonic (532 nm) residual component. An energy monitor (LaVision) is used

to evaluate pulse energy variations, in order to reject results produced by laser energy

fluctuations larger than a standard deviation. The laser beam is transformed into a thin

planar sheet of 0.25 × 25 mm2, using two pairs of lenses. The first two spherical lenses,

with f = −80 mm and 100 mm, converge the beam to the desired thickness and the85

second pair of cylindrical lenses, f = −50 mm and 150 mm, vertically expand the source

beam in order to obtain two-dimensional cross section in the measurement volume of the

reaction zone, thus illuminating a plane at the center of the flame. The laser fluence curve

measured for the studied flames indicate that the plateau region, i.e., the region where

the LII signal is independent of the laser fluence, is found above 0.08 J/cm2, which is the90
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value adopted here. The images are captured using an intensifier (La Vision Intensified

Relay Optics), with a P43 photo-sensor, equipped with a Nikon Rayfact PF10545MF-

UV lens and coupled to a CCD camera (Imager Intense, LaVision) with 12 bit dynamic

range, a high resolution of 1376 × 1040 pixel, positioned orthogonal to laser sheet. The

resulting spatial resolution is 26 px/mm. The DaVis 8.1 software is used to control the95

trigger signal of laser and camera. Following previous studies [29] different interference

filters centered at the wavelengths of 340, 400, 450 and 550 with 12.5 nm FWHM and

90% transmissivity are used in order to perform the flame spectral characterization. Note

that LII signals are captured only at 400 nm (12.5 nm FWHM) in order to minimize

noise and maximize the signal. Delayed detection with respect to laser pulse, ≥ 50 ns,100

avoids the PAH fluorescence signal and is considered to represent soot incandescence

only. Thus, a single camera gate of 20 ns and two distinct detection times 0 ns (prompt)

and 50 ns (delay) are used to distinguish between the LIF and LII signals [30]. One

hundred single-shot images are used to obtain the average fields. Note that the adopted

experimental technique may lead to nano-organic carbon (NOC) materia contributing105

to the measured fluorescence signals, which is not accounted for here. Determining the

contribution level of NOC to the LIF signal is not straightforward and has been object of

debates in recent literature [31, 32, 3], particularly because the detailed spectral of PAH

and NOC data is still absent. In this sense we adopt the hypothesis that fluorescence

signals are related mainly to PAH and, furthermore, that it is not possible to provide an110

estimate of the NOC emission in the LIF signal captured.

In order to obtain soot volume fraction values (fs) the LII results calibration is per-

formed by laser extinction measurements [33, 30]. A continuous 532 nm diode laser

beam (LaVision model DPSS-0,5W-CW) is used with two energy monitors (LaVision,

V.9) located before the flame and after the beam attenuation. The flame luminosity is115

rejected by a laser line filter (532 nm) placed in front of the second energy monitor. An

iris is used to select a 4 mm diameter beam central region with 35.5 mW, measured with

Gentec Solo UP19K-15S. With the aim of obtaining a 330 µm spatial resolution, the first

pair of lenses described above is used. A constant non dimensional extinction coefficient

of 4.51 is considered for the experimental diagnostic techniques [34]. Applying a typical120

error propagation equation [35] the corresponding soot volume fraction uncertainty is
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estimated to be 30%, mostly due to soot refraction index uncertainties. In contrast, the

largest standard deviation of the fluorescence signal is 15%. Soot temperature measure-

ments are achieved by using deconvoluted two-color pyrometry technique [27] with 530

and 900 nm (10 nm FWHM) inferential filters, together with the same CCD camera and125

lenses used for PLIF and LII. Camera images are corrected for the CCD quantum effi-

ciency at these wavelengths. The line-of-sight emission measurements are Abel-inverted

using an onion-peeling technique with a Tikhonov regularization [36, 37, 27]. A similar

analysis is conducted to estimate the uncertainties [38], leading to a maximum uncer-

tainty of 16%, which corresponds to 290 K at high soot temperatures.130

2.2. Numerical Model

The CoFlame code [39] has been adapted to simulate the flames studied experimen-

tally. CoFlame is a CFD code which solves the coupled transport equations of mass,

momentum, energy, gas phase chemical species, soot aggregates number density and

soot primary particles number. The coupled chemical solution uses the DLR kinetic135

mechanism, consisting of 94 species and 719 reactions [40, 17]. This mechanism has been

used successfully in studies involving soot production in flames fueled with C1-C2 hy-

drocarbons [17, 39]. It includes the pyrolysis and oxidation of C1 and C2 species, linear

hydrocarbons up to C6 species, the formation of benzene and further reactions leading

to heavy PAHs, as well as the oxidation pathways of the aromatic species. The DLR140

mechanism was selected because its ability to predict up to 5 aromatic rings, species

employed in the soot production model used. Such mechanism performance has been as-

sessed for premixed and counterflow flames against experimental data [40, 41], however

this assessment is yet to be done in co-flow diffusion flames. Carrying out simulations

with a different mechanism would also imply the need to change the soot model. Despite145

of this, simulations results with the ABF mechanism [42], which are also discussed be-

low, allow to evidence the possible discrepancies on the PAH concentration predictions.

Carrying out a full benchmark of the PAH concentration prediction of a target flame

from the literature is out of the scope of this study, though. The radiative source term

in the energy transport equation is determined by the discrete ordinates method coupled150

to a statistical narrow-band-correlated K (SNBCK)-based wide-band model, considering

the radiative properties of CO, CO2, H2O and soot [43].
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The fixed sectional soot model adopted in this study has been described and used in

previous studies [44, 45, 46, 39]. The soot model consists of 35 discrete sections, following

a geometric progression with a spacing factor of 2.35 per section. The number of sec-155

tions and the spacing factor are large enough to ensure that the mass fraction in the last

section is zero. The soot production mechanisms considered are nucleation, coagulation,

surface growth by PAH condensation and by hydrogen-abstraction acetylene-addition

(HACA), oxidation and fragmentation [39]. The nucleation process, which initializes in

the gas-phase, is modeled assuming that soot nucleates through collision and sticking of160

PAH species. This is supported by the experimental observation of PAH molecules that

participate in soot formation [47]. The nucleation considers the collision of the heaviest

PAH species in the DLR chemical mechanism [40, 17], which are benzo(ghi)fluoranthene

(BGHIF), benzo(a)pyrene (BAPYR) and benzo(a)pyrenyl (BAPYR*S). A constant nu-

cleation efficiency factor of 0.0001 is used, indicating that not every collision of heavy165

PAH produces a soot nuclei. The five rings PAH are considered to be more representa-

tive for modeling the nucleation process [48]. Condensation is assumed to result from

the collision between gas phase heavy PAH-species and the surface soot aggregates [42].

The probability of sticking in each PAH-soot collision is set to 1.0 [39]. Surface growth

and oxidation are based on the HACA scheme [42], and used a constant steric factor (α)170

of 0.350 for all simulations. This value is chosen because it allowed to reasonably well

predict the soot content produced by the ethylene flames studied. The overall computa-

tional domain is 4.11 × 10.1 cm2 (r, z), meshed in a non-uniform grid in both directions

with 90 × 200 (r, z) control volumes. Regarding the refinement of the mesh, Jerez et

al. performed a 30% refinement of cell size that produced a variation of about 1% in175

the peak of soot volume fraction [49]. Such a mesh choice provides greater resolution

in the large-gradient regions without an excessive increase in the computational time.

Steady-state solutions were reached by time marching, considering a time step of 10 µs.

2.3. Results Analysis Procedure

First of all a numerical analysis has been carried out in order to yield a similar180

description of the experimental PLIF signal at different wavelengths in a straightforward

and simple way, albeit arbitrary. Since LIF spectral data for the different considered PAH

does not seem to be available at the 266 nm excitation wavelength, a simple unweighted
7



Table 1: Ring specification and PAH species considered in the analysis. Based on DLR kinetic mecha-

nism [40].

Group Species

1-Ring A1, A1C2H, C7H8, A1C2H3

2-Ring INDENE, INDENYL, A2, A2C2H

3-Ring A3, A2R5, A3C2H

4-Ring C18H12, BGHIF, A4, A4-

5-Ring BAPHYR, BAPYR*S

summation of the species mass fraction is adopted. This implies that all grouped species

are assumed to fluoresce in a similar band [50] with similar intensity, which is a strong185

hypothesis, but one that seems to lead to acceptable results, as will be seen below. This

follows previous recommendations from Verhoeven et al. [22], that stemmed from PLIF

measurements and numerical PAH mass fraction comparisons for a CH4/N2-air co-flow

diffusion flame with different dopants. In that work the molar mass was used to group the

different species, together with a kinetic mechanism with fewer heavy PAH species than190

that adopted in the present study. Weighted sums/models of increased complexity could

be envisaged, so as to provide a more refined analysis of the most important PAH species.

However, this would require the detailed knowledge of the PAH spectra at temperatures

representative of the flame, which is only available for a limited set of chemical species,

e.g. in reference [51].195

Here the species are selected based on their molecular structure, from the list of the

available species at the used DLR kinetic mechanism [40]. Each species considered in this

study is individualized in Tab. 1. Only the highest three orders of magnitude in terms

of species concentration have been retained for each ring, disregarding the effect of lower

species; with the exception of BAPYR*S which is four orders of magnitude lower than200

BAPHYR. These are indeed the only two 5-ring species available from the mechanism

used.

It is worth noting that the comparisons between the predicted gas-phase 5-ring PAH

and the experimental 550 nm PLIF are to be regarded with caution, due to the influence

of the soot model. Here 5-ring PAH have been utilized as the transfer species between205
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the gas-phase and the soot particle phase for the nucleation and condensation processes.

Thus, there is a partitioning of 5-ring PAH between the two phases. The ratio of this

partitioning could vary by one to two orders of magnitude depending on what type of

model (irreversible or reversible) and model parameters (efficiencies) are utilized. A

limited understanding exists of what ratio this partitioning should physically have, thus210

conclusions for PAH connected directly to the soot model are subject to caution. This

could also be the case to all PAH, since some portion of these might be related to soot

growth and therefore be present in the soot phase or the gas-phase. This is not captured

by the soot model used, nor is there a clear physical understanding of what this portion

should be. However, it may be speculated that for smaller PAH this portion is likely to215

be smaller due to lower binding energies [52, 53].

3. Results and Discussion

In this section are compared the results obtained with the combined LII/LIF tech-

nique and those corresponding to the numerical modeling. First, the overall flame in-

candescence and fluorescence signal distribution is presented. Then, a more detailed220

comparison of the results axial evolution is given, with emphasis on the identification of

computed fluorescence species link to experimentally measured fluorescence. Finally, the

radial profiles of temperature, soot volume fraction and PAH fluorescence distribution

are compared to their computed species counterparts.

3.1. Overall Flame Structure225

Figure 1 presents the field comparisons between experimental and numerical results

for a fuel flow rate of 100 cm3/min. The fields of fluorescence signals have been normalized

by its overall peak value at each detection wavelength. The normalized PLIF signal at

different wavelengths is compared to computed fluorescence species grouped according to

their number of rings. The PLIF signal at 340 nm wavelength is thus related to species230

from one up to three rings (1R+2R+3R) (see Fig. 1a), the 400 nm wavelength result

is compared to the three and four ring species (3R+4R) (see Fig. 1b), the 450 nm and

the 550 nm wavelength are compared to the five rings species (5R) (see Figs. 1c and 1d,

respectively, and Tab. 1 for details). Figure 1 also includes the measured and numerically
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estimated soot volume fraction predictions for comparison, whereas the temperature235

fields are given in Fig. 1e. From this figure can be observed that numerical predictions

are in accordance with the estimated experimental temperature, presenting a similar

field and a peak temperature deviation of 73 K only. Is important to mention that below

z = 1.2 cm soot is absent at the centerline, which precludes the temperature estimation.

Experimental results show that, by increasing the detection wavelength, the most240

intense fluorescence zone occurs higher above the burner. For 550 nm the most intense

zone is found to occur at almost the same position as the intense LII zone, where the soot

volume fraction is around 0.7 ppm, a finding that is not unlike the recently measured

PAH concentrations for premixed flames [54]. Above this soot volume fraction value

the PLIF signal is shaded by the LII signals, and therefore has been omitted by the245

image treatment. Numerical results for the two smaller wavelengths (340 and 400 nm)

reproduce the experimental distribution observed, considering not only the inner flame

wing, but also the flame centerline. This suggests that the smaller PAH species fluoresce

the most at smaller wavelengths, in accordance with previous findings [50]. Concerning

the 450 and 550 nm, the simulations predict very limited effects over the wing of the250

flame, in disagreement with the observed PLIF measurements. For these wavelengths

the most intense zone is computed higher above the burner also. These differences could

be related to the limitations of the species available, and their reactions from the kinetic

mechanism.

Comparing the soot volume fraction iso-lines, numerical predictions are in agreement255

with the experimental measurements Indeed, the general distribution is well reproduced,

with a similar peak value and height at the wing of the flame. Difference at the peak

value is of 0.062 ppm only. At the centerline vicinity (see 0.7 ppm iso-line), a larger

discrepancy is observed. Numerically, this difference is related to the position of the

predicted 5-ring species, which are the model soot precursors.260

3.2. Analysis along the Flame Centerline

Figure 2 allows to examine in further detail the behavior at the flame centerline. One

should note that the centerline is not expected to be the most chemically active region of

the flame. Indeed, it could be preferable to analyze the results at a maximum temperature

level, however, soot temperature could not be measured in regions where soot formation265
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(a) PLIF (340 nm) - fsoot (b) PLIF (400 nm) - fsoot (c) PLIF (450 nm) - fsoot

(d) PLIF (550 nm) - fsoot (e) Temperature

Figure 1: Normalized PLIF measurements obtained at different wavelengths (left) and computed fluo-

rescence species estimates obtained from different PAH (right). 340 nm: 1R+2R+3R, 400 nm: 3R+4R,

450 and 550 nm: 5R. Soot volume fraction measurements and numerical estimates are also presented

in contour lines (in ppm) from (a) to (d). Measured soot and computed temperature distributions are

presented in (e). Results presented are obtained for a fuel flow rate of 100 cm3/min.
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is incipient. The centerline of the flame should thus provide a representative locus of

comparison between the experimental and numerical results. In Fig. 2 the contribution

of each PAH is given, grouped according to the number of rings in their structure. Each

top graph presents the normalized mass fraction of each group of species, their addition

(denoted as Num PAH and the corresponding wavelength), and the normalized PLIF270

measurements for comparison. Is important to note that experimental centerline profiles

have been normalized by the overall peak value at each wavelength, which are deviated

from the centerline, thus explaining that the peak does not reach 1. The PLIF signal

and the numerical fluorescent species exhibit similar trends for the three wavelengths

presented, even if a lesser variation may be seen for the measured results The bottom of275

the figure shows the normalized mass fraction of each species involved in the upper plot,

which allows to observe the individual species contribution for the numerical fluorescence

at each wavelength. More specifically, it can be observed that A1C2H is the one ring

species that dominates, followed closely by A1. INDENE, on the other hand, is the most

abundant two ring species, which also presents a peak much lower in the flame when280

compared to other species, pertaining to the one or two ring group. Contribution of

INDENE is comparable in mass fraction to the A1C2H or the A1. A3 dominates the

three rings species, (see Fig. 2a), whereas, for the four ring species, C18H12 is the species

with higher computed mass fraction. This is the most abundant species among all the

predicted PAH (see Fig. 2b). Finally, concerning the five ring species, BAPYR mass285

fraction is much larger than BAPHYR*S, as shown in Fig. 2c.

Further insight on the flame structure may be obtained by examining the numerical

evolution along the flame center line of temperature, soot volume fraction and normal-

ized PAH mass fraction, given in Fig. 3. The measured temperature uncertainty is of

16 % (290 K), and the modeled and experimental results discrepancy is of this order of290

magnitude. This good agreement is not observed for the soot volume fraction, which

maximum measured value, 3.5 ppm, is under-predicted to be 1.5 ppm at the flame axis.

However, the position of the important increase observed in fs is correctly reproduced,

indicating that soot production is effectively related to heavy PAHs, as it could be ex-

pected from the model adopted. In terms of the PAH estimates, close to the burner the295

2-ring species INDENYL dominates the 1R+2R+3R profile (Num 340 nm). As the tem-
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Figure 2: Centerline evolution of the aromatic species grouped according to their number of rings for

a fuel flow rate of 100 cm3/min. Normalized PLIF measurements are also given at different detection

wavelengths.
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Figure 3: Evolution of temperature, soot volume fraction and mass fraction of main aromatic species at

the flame centerline for a fuel flow rate of 100 cm3/min.

perature increases A3 overtakes, dominating the 3-ring species over a height above the

burner of 0.75 cm. For the 3R+4R species (Num 400 nm), this increase is weaker than

that presented by C18H12, leading to a peak slightly closer the burner and wider than for

the lighter species. The 5-ring species (Num 550 nm), (mostly BAPHYR) exhibit a late300

increase, with respect to the lighter species, and a sharp decrease, yielding a narrower

profile.

3.3. Properties Radial Distribution

Figure 4 presents the experimental and numerical radial profiles of temperature and

soot volume fraction at identical normalized heights above the burner (z/hf ) for three305

different fuel flow rates. At the lower height (Fig. 4a) is also given the measured PLIF

at the two smaller detection wavelengths, together with the computed grouped PAH

predictions for the intermediate fuel flow rate value, i.e, at 100 cm3/min, so as not to

overload the figure. One should note that a similar behavior is observed for the other fuel

rates. Heavier PAH have not been included because of the limited agreement with the310

higher detection wavelengths. Experimental and numerical results are normalized by the

experimental flame height, hf , which are determined by the maximum vertical coordinate

(z) where the flame emission at 431±5 nm is observed. This particular band is related to

CH* chemiluminescence self-emission. Experimental flame heights used for normalization

are 2.39 cm for 80 sccm, 3.16 cm for 100 sccm, and 4.72 cm for 140 sccm. Since the315
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Figure 4: Radial profiles of temperature, divergence of the radiative heat flux (top plot), soot volume

fraction and PAH species (bottom plot) for three different fuel flow rates at two normalized flame heights.

Symbols: experimental measurements; Lines: numerical predictions.
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temperature measurement technique relies on the soot spectral emission, temperature

values are absent in oxidizer rich flame regions, i.e., beyond a certain radius. Figure 4

allows to observe that, even if the computed and measured temperature values present

some disagreement in terms of magnitude and peak position, numerical simulations allows

to understand the decreasing trend observed at the center axis by increasing the fuel flow320

rate. This behavior is somehow strange, since if more fuel is available for reaction an

increase in the local temperature is expected. However, experimental results present the

contrary. For the other side, experiments and simulations present an increase in the

soot volume fraction by increasing the fuel flow rate. Such a trend is accompanied by

an increase in the thermal radiation emitted by the flame, which can be observed as an325

(absolute) enhancement of the divergence of the radiative flux (see upper plots of Fig. 4)

at the same position as the radial soot volume fraction peak This enhancement is thus

responsible for lower flame temperatures observed both experimentally and numerically

at the fuel rich regions. This is easily observable at z/hf = 0.6 (Fig.4b), but not very

clear closer to the burner surface at z/hf = 0.3. At this height the soot volume fraction330

at the centerline vicinity is very small and the corresponding radiative heat flux is also

very small. At this position it is also expected a lower temperature compared to higher

heights. At the outer side of the flame, where the soot volume fraction decreases and all

predicted heat fluxes are similar, the “normal” temperature trend is recovered, i.e., an

increase in temperature by increasing the fuel flow rate. Therefore, soot emission is the335

responsible of the lower temperatures observed around the centerline by increasing the

fuel flow rate.

Figure 4 allows to verify at both heights analyzed, and specifically at z/hf = 0.6,

that predicted fs values at the outermost radii are in accordance with the experimental

measurements obtained.. In particular, both the position and the values of the peaks are340

perfectly reproduced. However, as already stated above, at the centerline a discrepancy

is observed. Numerical predictions present systematically lower quantities than the ex-

perimental measurements. Such discrepancies around the centerline could indicate that

the soot model (in particular the condensation of PAH over the soot particles) and/or

the soot precursor rates (BAPHYR and BAPYR*S) need some improvement. Note that345

previous modeling work demonstrates that the accurate prediction of centerline temper-
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ature is crucial for predicting both PAH and soot concentrations [55]. Thus, computed

lower temperature at the centerline could also explain the underprediction of fs presented

in Fig. 3 at the centerline. Finally, comparing the radial profiles of normalized PLIF

signal and the computed fluorescence species should allow to observe that the agreement350

between these quantities is well within the 15 % standard deviation of the PLIF results.

This is an indication that the selected fluorescence observation wavelengths could be used

as PAH species tracer according to their ring structure.

4. Chemical Mechanism Uncertainty

In order to assess if the procedure introduced in this study can be independent on355

the kinetic mechanism used, a comparison is carried out applying the classic mechanism

of Appel, Bockhorn and Frenklach [42] (denoted as ABF). The ABF model has been

selected both because of its historical importance, and of the large number of studies

that have used it. This is carried out by comparing the results obtained with the DLR

mechanism [40], both with and without coupling to the soot model, and those computed360

with the ABF mechanism [42], but without including a soot model. This is indeed

necessary because the current soot model implementation requires 5-ringed species, that

are not present in the ABF chemical model, which is limited up to pyrene. Besides, it

is interesting to assess if the disregarding of the soot calculation modifies the obtained

results. Accordingly, Fig. 5 shows the temperature evolution along the centerline for365

these three computations.

It may be clearly noted that upstream to z = 1.5 cm the results discrepancies are

negligible. Further downstream, the computation involving the DLR chemistry with

the soot model exhibits, as it could be expected from the discussion above, a smaller

temperature that when soot is not accounted for. The computations without the soot370

model using either the DLR or the ABF chemistry lead to nearly identical temperature

results – the maximum discrepancy is about 50.7 K only, at z ≈ 2.5 cm. This suggests

that the chemical pathways associated to the combustion heat release are similar and,

more importantly for the sake of the present argument, that the temperature influence

on any PAH or soot model would be nearly identical, provided that the soot formation375

chemical pathways would also be similar. It may thus be argued that any discrepancies
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Figure 5: Comparison of computed centerline temperature evolution for different gas-phase chemical

kinetic mechanism, accounting or not for soot formation.

on the computed PAH, at least in the non sooting region, stem from the PAH chemical

pathways only. Therefore, comparing the predicted PAH distributions should allow to

infer the overall uncertainties associated to the PAH gas phase chemistry. This is effected

in Fig. 6, where are given the fields of lighter PAH, grouped as above.380

This figure allows to verify that predictions using the DLR model are nearly identical,

whether is considered the soot model or not, which indicates that the soot model con-

sumption of larger PAH negligibly affects the lighter PAH (A1-A3) distribution. However,

the results obtained when the ABF model is employed (without soot) lead to a longer

light PAH plume when compared to the DLR results, in particular, the maximum PAH385

concentration is found to occur 5 mm downstream. Note that these PAH peak occur at

1.2 and 1.7 cm, for the DLR and ABF mechanism respectively, i.e., in a location where a

temperature is identical for these models. Even if a qualitative similarity between these

results exist, such a discrepancy illustrates the uncertainty associated to these PAH

chemical mechanisms, one which may be attributed to the chemical pathways only. It is390

beyond the scope of the present work to perform a chemical pathway analysis, though.

Similar results are obtained by comparing the kinetic mechanisms at 400 nm, grouping

three and four-ring PAH species, presenting also a longer PAH plume when compared to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Comparison of computed 340 nm and 400 nm PAH fields: (a) and (c) DLR mechanism, with

and without soot; (b) and (d) DLR with soot and ABF mechanisms without soot.

the DLR. Considering these results on the light of the measured soot distribution, Fig. 1,

it could be argued that coupling the ABF model to a soot model including heavier PAH395

would lead to moving the sooting region further downstream, and thus to a poorer agree-

ment with the experiments. This supports the argument developed above, relating the
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340 nm and 400 nm detection to a combination of lighter PAH. Unfortunately, due to

the absence of higher molecular weight PAH on the ABF chemical mechanism, such

an inference may not be established for the other measured wavelengths. Nevertheless,400

it should be emphasized that the above discussed computational results do not allow

to unambiguously conclude on the validity of the used PAH gas-phase chemistry, since

the direct measurement of such species is out of reach of the experimental techniques

available to the authors.

5. Conclusions405

UV-excited LII and PLIF measurements at four different detection wavelengths were

compared to numerical simulation results, in order to advance the understanding of the

interplay between PAH and soot formation. The experiments used a combined prompt-

delayed PLIF detection scheme in order to discriminate between PAH and soot signals.

Soot volume fraction and temperature estimates were also confronted to numerical pre-410

dictions, providing a correlation basis for the main PAH and the soot precursors. The

DLR kinetic mechanism was used in this study, which should represent the state of the

art and provide a PAH description until 5 ring species.

Results comparison showed that, by increasing the fluorescence signal detection wave-

length, different groups of PAH can be evidenced which are characterized by an increasing415

number of rings at the PAH structure. Carrying out a simple summation of the different

PAH mass fraction allowed for an acceptable representation of the fluorescence species

observed through the LIF technique, grouping them accordingly to its molecular struc-

ture (number of rings). In particular, the performed comparisons suggest that one up

to three-ringed PAH species could be detected using 340 nm filters, while three and420

four-ringed PAH could be detected using 400 nm filters. Larger PAH discrimination was

found to be more elusive due to soot signal overlap. Furthermore, the species that were

found to play a significant role at the studied wavelengths were found to be A1C2H, A1,

INDENE, A3, C18H12 and BAPHYR.

Computed soot volume fraction and temperature predictions presented a reasonable425

agreement, and similar trends as those observed experimentally. Computations also

allowed to understand the interplay between soot production, soot radiation, and local
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temperature by increasing the fuel flow rate observed experimentally. Even though the

conclusions obtained in this study are dependent on the kinetic mechanism considered

(DLR), a comparison using the ABF mechanism indicates that the latter produced taller430

flames, in terms of the PAH distribution. In this case also lighter PAH produce lower

in the flame, as observed with the DLR, but DLR produce a distribution which is more

consistent with the PLIF measurements carried out. Future work is needed in order to

improved and to develop more complex heavy PAH kinetic mechanism and the use of

this detection technique to characterize the interplay between PAH and soot in turbulent435

flames.
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